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Coronavirus does not exist. No “virus” has ever been isolated and there is no scientific 

evidence to prove that a “virus” named “Coronavirus” is causing Covid-19. Now let’s 

examine the evidence. 

Through an FOI (Freedom of Information) request, Gemma O’Doherty, an Investigative 

Journalist in Ireland, obtained documented proof from the Department of Health in 

November, stating that the UK Government has no evidence whatsoever that a “virus” called 

“Coronavirus” exists. The original Youtube video has been tyrannically censored but I 

uploaded a copy to Bitchute. 

O’Doherty said this is “The greatest fraud perpetrated on humanity”. 

GEMMA O’DOHERTY – IT DOES NOT EXIST, (MUST WATCH/SHARE) 

On July 13, 2020, Center For Disease Control (CDC) in the US stated on page 39 of 

their reportunder the heading Analytical Performance: 

“no quantified virus isolates of the 2019-nCoV are currently available” (updated Dec. 1st, 

2020). 

 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/ERaMnv3UYgga/
https://www.fda.gov/media/134922/download


Here is the CDC’s 2019-Novel Coronavirus (2019-nCoV) Real-Time RT-PCR Diagnostic 

Panel dated July 13, 2020. Page 39 from the fda.gov website stating: 

“Since no qualified virus isolates of the 2019-nCoV are currently available…”. 

Meaning, a “virus” doesn’t exist. In order to establish that a virus exists they fraudulently 

misused the PCR test: 



 

So the World Health Organization (WHO)declared a “Coronavirus pandemic” on March 11th 

2020 without any evidence of a “virus” isolate? Isn’t that FRAUD? 

PCR Test FRAUDULENT USE 

https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/11/who-declares-the-coronavirus-outbreak-a-global-pandemic.html#:~:text=The%20World%20Health%20Organization%20declared%20a%20global%20pandemic,as%20the%20coronavirus%20rapidly%20spreads%20across%20the%20world.
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/11/who-declares-the-coronavirus-outbreak-a-global-pandemic.html#:~:text=The%20World%20Health%20Organization%20declared%20a%20global%20pandemic,as%20the%20coronavirus%20rapidly%20spreads%20across%20the%20world.


The PCR test was invented by Biochemist and Nobel Prize winner, Dr. Kary Mullis. It was 

never designed to be a diagnostic tool for disease or viruses. In fact, the PCR Test is unable to 

isolate a viral infection or a living virus. The test does not differentiate between live and dead 

viruses. 

Because a viral specimen is so small, in order to be able to see the RNA sample through a 

microscope, it’s run through cycles. The test should run at 30-35 cycles maximum. Anything 

over 35 cycles will trigger false positives. Knowing this, US labs are using 37-40 cycles and 

the UK Government is using 45 cycles. 

 

Unfortunately, Dr. Mullis died two months before Bill Gates and his elite eugenicists in 

government and leading world health organizations launched the Event 201 “Coronavirus 

pandemic preparedness training exercise” that we are definitely victims of right now. 

If Dr. Mullis were alive today, he would smash this fraudulent use of his invention as he has 

done in the past. Dr. Mullis openly warned about how his PCR Test could be misused. 

In Spiro Skouras’ October 3rd broadcast, he explained how the world is being scammed and 

highlights Dr. Mullis’s own words discussing the PCR Tests vast limitations for diagnosis. 

This is how governments are controlling Covid-19 case numbers. They can increase or 

decrease them at will. Mainstream media generates fear & people run to get tested then they 

over amplify the cycles when they need to jack up the numbers. There are no asymptomatic 

carriers ONLY false positives. 

SOURCE OF DECEPTION 

https://centerforhealthsecurity.org/event201/
https://www.activistpost.com/2020/10/we-are-being-lied-to-here-is-how.html


Researcher and blogger, Francis Leader, has done excellent work documenting the 

manipulation of science and lack of proof of a Corona “virus” isolate in her blog: NO ONE 

HAS PROVED THAT COVID19 EXISTS – A collection of the evidence, where she 

demonstrates this trail of deception and pseudoscience. Ms. Leader’s Twitter account was 

suspended at Christmas in the new sweeping tyrannical purge of key evidence by experts of 

this worldwide pandemic hoax and the suspension of accounts such as Dr Zelenko. 

Ms. Leader points out that scientific labs used the RT-PCR test to amplify RNA samples 

from sick people. They compared results with the genome sequence first provided by the 

Wuhan study in February 2020. But that study didn’t use pure culture or isolate. Oxford 

“confirmed” a SARSCoV2 sequence match, however Koch Postulates was not met, not by 

any lab, anywhere. It was the same in Australia. The Doherty Institute supposedly isolated 

the virus, but when tasked with validating tests from China they used a simulation because 

they couldn’t find enough patient samples of the virus! 

Oxford depended on a shaky foundation when they chose to trust the Chinese study they cited 

in this paper, Ms Leader points out. Did any of them actually read through it to find out how 

the genome was sequenced? Somebody did and it was well buried but it’s there, from a RT-

PCR of a non isolated DNA fragment! The list of studies that depend on making comparisons 

with the flawed Chinese genomic sequencing study is shocking, Ms Leader continues. Why 

didn’t scientists query the source of the virus? 

They are being cautious here but the American Society for Microbiology is speaking out 

about false positives results from PCR tests. See link here. 

In November, The Highwire reported that the UK and Australian Governments were 

replacing flu deaths with Covid-19 to inflate the numbers. 

Paul Weston also pointed out that the lateral flow or rapid tests in Liverpool were used and 

did 96,000 tests, and found 842 positives, which is 0.8%. They tested 55,000 of the same 

people in the same area using the PCR test, and found 1700 positive, which is 3%. The media 

has been silent about this great disparity in testing accuracy and the British Army was sent in 

to force test children (PCR) in Liverpool schools without parents consent. 

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE 

In June, the Tilbrook’s Legal Challenge to ‘Covid-Science was established to challenge the 

fake science and confront the UK Government’s draconian policies. In November, they 

announced The Coronavirus Act 2020 null and void. There are many reasons for this, the 

main one being that S1(1) of the Act defines ‘coronavirus’ as being ‘covid-19’ or its other 

name ‘SARS Cov-2’. However, by virtue of the fact that it is not legally, medically, or 

scientifically recognized as a disease or virus it cannot be legislated against, and this makes 

the whole Act null and void. In addition, all legislation by all governments worldwide, based 

on the pseudoscience of a non-existent virus is also null and void. People are not required to 

follow draconian orders which violate the tenants of their basic human rights, like wearing 

masks, lockdown, mandatory medical injections, or travel restrictions. 

https://hive.blog/news/@francesleader/no-one-has-proved-that-covid19-exists-a-collection-of-the-evidence
https://www.immunology.ox.ac.uk/covid-19/literature-digest-old/the-pathogenicity-of-sars-cov-2-in-hace2-transgenic-mice
https://virological.org/
https://asm.org/Articles/2020/November/SARS-CoV-2-Testing-Sensitivity-Is-Not-the-Whole-St
https://twitter.com/lizzywales/status/1331943164123471874?s=20
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rQODLeJVZrQ&feature=youtu.be
https://www.crowdjustice.com/case/the-coronavirus-act-2020/


 

The legal group goes on to explain that ‘covid-19’ has not been subjected to the 130 year 

established legal, medical, and scientific procedure that recognises if it is actually a disease or 

virus or not, which is known as the Koch Postulates. This involves purifying and isolating the 

‘disease’ or ‘virus’ and proving that it actually causes the illness that it is claimed that it does. 

1.) No virus purified 2.) No Koch’s Postulates. Corona “virus” does not exist. 

To learn more about Koch Postulates please watch Dr. Andy Kaufman’s detailed 

explanationon exactly why exosomes are being mistaken for the Covid-19 virus. 

Here’s a peer reviewed PMC report from February, confirming the same: 

“The association between 2019-nCoV and the disease has not been verified by animal 

experiments to fulfill Koch’s postulates to establish a causative relationship between a 

microorganism and a disease.” 

Leading Corona researchers admitted on July 3rd that they have “no scientific evidence for 

the existence of a virus” in this collection of evidence. 

World Doctors Alliance stated on July 10th that the PCR test produces 89-94 % false 

positives and called this “Crimes Against Humanity“. 

A collection of official responses to Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests from 

multiple global health authorities released in June, provide further documented evidence that 

isolation and purification of SARSCoV2 samples have never happened. 

On July 1st, the Bulgarian Pathology Association (BGA) recognized that COVID19 PCR 

Tests are Scientifically Meaningless: 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/rKtNU4wVNfox/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/rKtNU4wVNfox/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7095418/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1S_d2K0W-5Ps2wz4NAUKiH1G5rV9AyNqJ/view
https://worlddoctorsalliance.com/blog/crimes-against-humanity-the-german-corona-investigation/?fbclid=IwAR1Lqc_PiD-4gHUyj320CUE35YWgD2NBURPjw_7-tbynNrd-vw9YaDQeWsA
https://www.fluoridefreepeel.ca/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/FOI-and-formal-responses-re-covid19-virus-isolation-purification-from-19-institutions-Oct-10-2020.pdf
https://bpa-pathology.com/covid19-pcr-tests-are-scientifically-meaningless/


“Though the whole world relies on RT-PCR to “diagnose” Sars-Cov-2 infection, the science 

is clear: they are not fit for purpose.” 

Even the treasonous Anthony Fauci, the “beloved” expert of experts gave us the smoking gun 

on July 16th, stating that the “Covid tests have a fatal flaw”. See Jon Rappoport’s blog here. 

A 21st Century WIRE‘s news report from August 21st revealed how people are being 

deceived into believing there is a viral pandemic when there is not in this article titled: 

“REVEALED: UK Officials Inflated COVID Hospital Numbers at Height of ‘Pandemic’”. 

 

The CDC in the US released a report on August 31st admitting that PCR tests produce 94% 

false positives. 

On September 21st, the CDC backtracked and admitted there is no proof that Covid-19 is an 

airborne virus. They’ve essentially been misleading the public all along: 

““This was an error on the part of our agency and I apologize on behalf of the CDC,” said 

John Brooks, chief medical officer for the CDC’s Covid-19 Emergency Response.” 

On September 24th, Belgian health experts called for an official investigation of the WHO 

for “faking a coronavirus pandemic”. 

On September 24th, a bombshell was releasedexposing that “WHO Coronavirus PCR Test 

Primer Sequence is Found in All Human DNA”. Essentially, anyone can test positive for 

“coronavirus” without being sick because “coronavirus” is people. 

Here’s an excellent Twitter thread from September 2020, with mainstream media reports and 

evidence proving hospitals were recording other causes of death as “coronavirus”. 

Dr. Mike Yeadon, the former Vice President and Chief Science Officer for Pfizer vaccine 

(covid) manufacturer, blew the whistle October 2nd, reporting to Technocracy News that the 

‘Second Wave’ is Faked: 

https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2020/11/06/smoking-gun-fauci-states-covid-test-has-fatal-flaw/
https://21stcenturywire.com/2020/08/21/revealed-uk-officials-inflated-covid-hospital-numbers-at-height-of-pandemic/
https://therightscoop.com/new-cdc-report-reveals-94-of-covid-deaths-werent-just-covid-also-90-testing-positives-are-false-positives/
https://bluntforcetruth.com/news/cdc-admits-there-is-no-proof-covid-19-is-airborne-virus-and-they-have-been-misleading-the-public-all-along/
https://greatgameindia.com/belgium-who-investigation-coronavirus/
http://republicbroadcasting.org/news/bombshell-who-coronavirus-pcr-test-primer-sequence-is-found-in-all-human-dna/
https://twitter.com/oliviakingia/status/1311060250586472449?s=20
https://www.crunchbase.com/person/michael-yeadon
https://www.technocracy.news/former-chief-science-officer-for-pfizer-second-wave-is-faked/


“There is no science to suggest a second wave should happen.” The “Big Pharma” insider 

asserts that false positive results from inherently unreliable COVID tests are being used to 

manufacture a “second wave” based on “new cases.” 

On October 27th, Bobby Rajesh Malhotra dissects the Drosten Paper / Eurosurveillance-

Upload that was the ultimate initiator, serving as the “dogmatic formula and primary work-

horse for the currently dominating RT-qPCR-test-religion” as he put it. You can view the 

Twitter thread here. 

WORLD GOVERNMENTS SUED FOR GENOCIDE 

German/American Lawyer Reiner Füellmich has filed a lawsuit in October, against the 

German Government. His team of experts in over 45 countries are preparing additional 

lawsuits against the world government for perpetrating Crimes Against Humanity on the 

masses and for implementing a genocide program with this incredible hoax that has cost 

thousands of lives and livelihoods already. Füellmich’s team is also launching a 

lawsuit against Google and Youtube for complicity and censorship of this hoax. 

In this critical interview with Fuellmich, he reveals how the elite eugenicists’ and world 

governments’ treacherously manipulated science to establish the fraudulent use of the PCR 

Test as the “gold standard” in testing for Covid-19 for this Genocide program. 

Crimes Against Humanity, PCR Tests Taken To Court – Interview with Lawyer Reiner 

Füellmich 

NOTE: Youtube has been removing this video. If that happens you can alternately view the 

interview here. 

In October, the CDC admitted there’s no “Gold Standard” of Covid-19 virus isolate. 

Please also listen to this short video by Dr Yeadon posted on November 2nd, explaining how 

the PCR test is being abused to misdiagnose people. 

Also on November 2nd, New South Wales (NSW) Police blew the whistle on the Corona 

“virus” deception in a powerfully written open letterreported by Cairns News where they 

stated: 

“Written by a senior constable from the Coffs/Clarence Highway Patrol in NSW and signed 

by colleagues, the open letter is addressed to NSW Commissioner of Police Michael Fuller 

and is one of the best rebuttals of the COVID narrative of fear and control written anywhere, 

noting false predictions of its severity, false and misleading statistics, flaws in testing and 

serious questions around the virus itself.” 

On November 4th, the CDC updated their latest Corona report which aired in mainstream 

news, finally admitting that “Covid-19 is rarely the actual cause of death among Coronavirus 

patients.” The CDC report also revealed that only 6% of deaths recorded as Covid-19 deaths 

were actually from Covid-19. Of the 220,000 deaths attributed to Coronavirus, only 13,200 

were Covid-19 deaths. 88, 208 died from pneumonia and influenza-related deaths, 17,799 

died from chronic respiratory diseases, 26,365 died from adult respiratory distress syndrome, 

44,000 patients died from hypertensive diseases, 23,000 from heart disease, and the other 

28,000 died from cardiac arrest and heart failure. It’s fair to say these deaths were caused by 

corporate media quite literally, scaring people to death. 

On November 5th, a Big Pharma Whistleblower in the UK came forward with documents 

announcing on Mark Devlin’s show that: A. No virus exists and no virus has been proven to 

https://twitter.com/Bobby_Network/status/1321190252820729860?s=20
https://www.globalresearch.ca/video-crimes-against-humanity-the-german-corona-investigation/5725795
https://www.globalresearch.ca/video-crimes-against-humanity-the-german-corona-investigation/5725795
https://thewatchtowers.org/watch-crimes-against-humanity-fraudulent-pcr-tests-taken-to-court-interview-with-lawyer-reiner-fullmich/
https://principia-scientific.com/even-cdc-now-admits-no-gold-standard-of-covid19-virus-isolate/
https://twitter.com/MichaelYeadon3/status/1323064000993775616?s=20
https://cairnsnews.org/2020/11/02/police-blow-whistle-on-coronavirus-deception/
https://twitter.com/js100js100/status/1323981737446301698?s=20
https://twitter.com/js100js100/status/1323981737446301698?s=20
https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nvss/vsrr/covid_weekly/index.htm#Comorbidities
https://twitter.com/mslove_TLB/status/1325033256144822274?s=20


exist. B. Cause of the virus does not exist. C. Not one health safety check has ever been done 

to prove the safety of pharmaceutical vaccines. 

On November 6th, the Concerned Lawyers Network wrote an open letter to PM Scott 

Morison to request a review and wind back of measures taken by the Victorian and 

Australian Governments which were based on the premise of a Covid-19 pandemic existing 

and/or continuing, leading to declared states of emergency and stated that “Coronavirus is 

another cold/flu” and “there is no pandemic.” 

On November 18th, a Portuguese court ruled the PCR test is unreliable and unlawful to 

quarantine anyone based on this test. The court stated, the test’s reliability depends on the 

number of cycles used and the viral load present: 

“If someone is tested by PCR as positive when a threshold of 35 cycles or higher is used (as 

is the rule in most laboratories in Europe and the US), the probability that said person is 

infected is less than 3%, and the probability that said result is a false positive is 97%.” 

On November 25th, it was confirmed by the Italian Health Service that false positives 

attributed to the PCR test as a diagnostic test, are 95%. Legal cases have begun in Italy: 

“False positives from Covid19 tests diagnostics are 95%. Legal cases have been started 

against PCR testing under charges of fraud to procure public funding, false alarm, ideological 

falsehood, and manslaughter.” 

From all the way back in May, the President of Tanzania, John Magufuli, denounced the 

Covid PCR tests after he exposed it’s fraudulent misuse when he proved that a goat and a 

fruit tested positive for Coronavirus. You can watch his press release with English 

subtitles here. 

As well, apple juice, coca cola and a kiwi fruit have tested positive for “Covid-19”. See 

video here. 

On November 4th, Dr. Binder discussed how he was arrested by the Swiss Government for 

speaking the truth about the ineffective PCR tests. You can view the interview here. He 

explains in further detail about the PCR test scam in this Twitter thread here. 

Peter Hitchens explains in an interview on November 15th that “The more tests you have, the 

more positives you’ll get.” See link here. 

https://concernedlawyersnetwork.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/6.11.20-CLN-TO-GOVTS-LETTER.pdf
https://www.globalresearch.ca/portuguese-court-rules-pcr-tests-unreliable-unlawful-quarantine-people/5730027
https://mynews.one/confirmed-by-italian-health-service-false-positives-to-covid-19-test-as-diagnosis-are-95-legal-cases-started/
https://www.breitbart.com/national-security/2020/05/04/tanzania-president-says-faulty-imported-test-kit-claimed-goat-coronavirus/
https://twitter.com/oliviakingia/status/1331183330163830784?s=20
https://twitter.com/robinmonotti/status/1342058311986905088?s=20
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NWB103BRHjM&feature=youtu.be
https://twitter.com/Thomas_Binder/status/1326445084213190656?s=20
https://twitter.com/lyne_ian/status/1327760180541419520?s=20


 

For a more technical review, this Twitter threadwas recommended by Dr. Michael Yeadon on 

November 22nd regarding the PCR mass testing scandal. 

A comprehensive media report from the Highwirewas released in late November titled “PCR 

Testing Scam – 2nd Wave Hysteria DEBUNKED!” stressed that Lockdown is what’s killing 

people. 

On November 27th, Dr. Yeadon led the Corman-Drosten Review Report curated by an 

International Consortium of Scientists in Life Sciences (ICSLS) titled, “External peer review 

of the RT-PCR test to detect SARS-CoV-2 reveals 10 major scientific flaws at the molecular 

and methodological level: consequences for false-positive results”, where they explain and 

outline in detail the 10 fatal problems with the Corman-Drosten paper which has been used as 

the standard model for Covid-19 diagnosis and consequent lockdowns, worldwide. 

Another Freedom of Information Request (FOIA)from the ONS in UK, received November 

28th, 2020, regarding the causes of death in UK and Wales confirmed there are no excess 

deaths due to “coronavirus”. 

Empirical data from December 1st reveals that all-cause mortality did not exceed the upper 

bound since 29-May, in the UK. The increase in “COVID” deaths since September 4th is 

almost entirely offset by a decrease in deaths from other causes. 

On December 2nd, Dr. Yeadon revealed the great Covid-19 scam in Green Med Info: 

https://twitter.com/MichaelYeadon3/status/1333229730611556352?s=20
https://twitter.com/lizzywales/status/1331943164123471874?s=20
https://cormandrostenreview.com/report/
https://twitter.com/AdapNation/status/1332724981789319168?s=20
https://twitter.com/AdapNation/status/1332724981789319168?s=20
https://twitter.com/RealJoelSmalley/status/1333739438598393856?s=20
https://www.greenmedinfo.com/blog/former-pfizer-science-officer-reveals-great-covid-19-scam?utm_campaign=Daily%20Newsletter%3A%20Former%20Pfizer%20Science%20Officer%20Reveals%20Great%20COVID-19%20Scam%20%28SzePsG%29&utm_medium=email&utm_source=Daily%20Newsletter&_ke=eyJrbF9lbWFpbCI6ICJzYW1teXN5a2UyMUBnbWFpbC5jb20iLCAia2xfY29tcGFueV9pZCI6ICJLMnZYQXkifQ%3D%3D


“PCR Testing Is Causing a False ‘Casedemic’ “…by using PCR testing, which cannot 

diagnose active infection, a false narrative has been created.” 

On December 11th, the PCR testing scam exploded in Germany and Global Research 

released “The Coronavirus Scandal Breaking in Merkel’s Germany. False Positives and the 

Drosten PCR Test”. 

“The Scam Has Been Confirmed: PCR Does Not detect SARS-CoV-2” was released by 

Green Med Info on December 14th, confirming the fraud. 

Global Research published another excellent article on December 22nd, about the PCR 

testing scam titled: “The COVID-19 RT-PCR Test: How to Mislead All Humanity. Using a 

“Test” To Lock Down Society”. 

Here’s another superb article published by Natural Blaze on December 24th titled “The PCR 

Deception”. I recommend viewing the educational video within. 

This short video demonstrates how the PCR test can “diagnose” you as “positive” even when 

you’re not even sick: 

Share share share! pic.twitter.com/NlboTSdt69 

— Sean Paterson (@brokenboxpower) September 27, 2020 

21st Century WIRE explains how the eugenicists have created a Casedemic: 

https://twitter.com/lyne_ian/status/1327522237994307585?s=20 

Please watch: Every Scary Thing You’re Being Told, Depends On the Unreliable PCR Test 

Another truth bomb was released December 9th by Dr. Carrie Madej: 

And another Truth Bomb Of all the positive Covid tests of the 9,000+ students at Cambridge 

University tested in the week to 6 December, EVERY SINGLE ONE was found to be a False 

Positive after a second test. That’s not conjecture, that’s Cambridge’s own 

data. pic.twitter.com/8XMWiEL5uk 

— Carrie Madej, D.O. (@DrMadej) December 9, 2020 

Scientists show COVID tests are ‘useless’ and are based on ‘flawed science’, according to 

LifeSite News. 

Of course, there has been tremendous censorship from big tech companies and oppression of 

dissident voices. For example, Swiss Cardiologist Dr. Thomas Binder was arrested for 

disagreeing with Covid-19 lockdown and exposing the flawed PCR Test! He was reported 

saying: 

“The Corona test is the disease, not the virus.” 

Please do not forget the psychological impact that invasive swabbing inside your child’s nose 

on the delicate blood/brain barrier has. In addition to psychological trauma, there’s a series 

risk of nose injuries. 

Finally, I leave you with a positive message. Professor Sucharit Bhakdi has told us to “Stop 

following the pied piper” and begs people to give up masks and social distancing and read the 

WHO’s own accepted consensus that you are not in any danger from “Covid-19”. Please see 

this video: 

Also follow Dr Michael Yeadon’s Twitter page here. 

•••• 

https://www.globalresearch.ca/coronavirus-scandal-breaking-merkel-germany/5731891
https://www.greenmedinfo.com/blog/scam-has-been-confirmed-pcr-does-not-detect-sars-cov-2?utm_campaign=Daily%20Newsletter%3A%20The%20Scam%20Has%20Been%20Confirmed%3A%20PCR%20Does%20Not%20Detect%20SARS-CoV-2%20%28QYHLZk%29&utm_medium=email&utm_source=Daily%20Newsletter&_ke=eyJrbF9jb21wYW55X2lkIjogIksydlhBeSIsICJrbF9lbWFpbCI6ICJic2FyZGlAYW9sLmNvbSJ9
https://www.globalresearch.ca/covid-19-rt-pcr-how-to-mislead-all-humanity-using-a-test-to-lock-down-society/5728483
https://www.naturalblaze.com/2020/12/the-pcr-deception.html?utm_source=Activist+Post+Subscribers&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=6b37df73b1-RSS_EMAIL_CAMPAIGN&utm_term=0_b0c7fb76bd-6b37df73b1-387846425
https://t.co/NlboTSdt69
https://twitter.com/brokenboxpower/status/1310255209814335494?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/lyne_ian/status/1327522237994307585?s=20
https://t.co/8XMWiEL5uk
https://twitter.com/DrMadej/status/1336737724712312834?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/scientists-show-covid-tests-are-useless-are-based-on-flawed-science
https://twitter.com/Thomas_Binder/status/1242939099704709120
https://twitter.com/Thomas_Binder/status/1242939099704709120
https://www.forbes.com/sites/rebeccahughes/2020/10/01/nose-injuries-and-trauma-should-schoolchildren-undergo-regular-covid-swab-tests/?__twitter_impression=true
https://twitter.com/Yeadoncampaign/status/1327358429883719690?s=20


Original Article: https://www.thelibertybeacon.com/evidence-of-genocide-coronavirus-pcr-

testing/ 
 

https://www.thelibertybeacon.com/evidence-of-genocide-coronavirus-pcr-testing/
https://www.thelibertybeacon.com/evidence-of-genocide-coronavirus-pcr-testing/

